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The 5 Most Important Ergonomics Tips for Warehouse Workers

c/o isrmag.com By Emily Newton 2/26/22  

 
Choosing the Correct Pallet Racking Solution

 
The main pallet racking options are structural steel and roll formed. However, outside of the obvious cost
difference, deciding which is right for your facility can be confusing. Structural steel is stronger and highly durable,
but the more expensive option, whereas roll formed is dependable and flexible, but more cost effective. Here are
some of the qualities of each.
 
Structural Steel Pallet Racking:

Formed from hot-rolled steel welded together
Channel formed with open back for easy cleaning - ideal for food storage
Beams bolted to the uprights
Very strong, able to hold very heavy loads & high capacities
Built to tolerate harsh conditions such as outdoor & freezer
Built to withstand high traffic & forklift impacts
Highly durable, require less maintenance
Common configurations - selective, drive-in/thru, push back, cantilever, & pallet flow applications

Roll-Formed Pallet Racking:

Formed from cold-rolled lighter gauge steel
Beams are closed, uprights are C-channel shaped
Boltless, most often manufactured as teardrop style (secured with safety locks)
Can be formed into various shapes ideal for engineered systems like catwalks
Ideal for most warehouse storage, most commonly in retail, commercial & industrial warehouses storing
lighter-weight items
Highly adaptable for reconfiguration, adjustment & relocation
Common configurations -  selective, pallet flow, & over the dock storage applications

Konstant offers a wide variety of racking options including bolted, selective, pallet flow, drive in/thru, push back,
pick modules, double deep, very narrow aisle and cantilever.
 
Kraftwerks will help you identify the best option and configuration for your organization, as well as any
recommended safety accessories.
 

   Rack Safety Infographic See how Kraftwerks can help

 
Protect Your Pallet Racks to Ensure Your Pallet Rack Environment is Safe

 
Kraftwerks maintains strong relationships with numerous pallet rack vendors like WireCrafters, Husky Rack &
Wire, and Konstant (as well as others). We are experts in working with our vendors to ensure the highest level of
safety for your pallet racking application.
 
Collisions and forklift damage can harm your pallet racking system, making it unstable, unsafe, and potentially
irreparable — which could be avoided by implementing the proper safety accessories.
 
Installing pallet rack protection accessories protects your pallet rack application from collision and forklift damage
and additionally, prevents unintentional beam uplift and dislodgment.

Guardrails
Row end protectors
Post protectors
Column guards
Pallet safety bars
Safety pins, clips, & fasteners

There are also a variety of accessories for your pallet racking system that secure inventory by preventing unsafe
product overhang, spillage, and items from falling onto walk aisles, or by controlling access to keep inventory safe
and prevent shrinkage.

Pallet rack backing panels
Pallet rack safety netting
Pallet stop beams
Pallet rack enclosures

Kraftwerks can help identify the products and vendors that best suit the needs of your organization.

          Assess Your Warehouse Risks Video          See how Kraftwerks can help

 
Do Your Workstations Work For or Against You?

 
Changes in the economic environment have made efficient warehouse operations critical. Increasing productivity
to meet the higher demands of online shopping and ecommerce doesn’t necessarily require expanding or
changing your facility. A simpler and more cost-effective solution may be at hand.

Run a process audit – where are weak points; what could be improved?
Talk to your people – they do the work, what slows them down?
Assess/improve ergonomics – comfortable employees work more efficiently and are happier.
Assess/implement strict health & safety standards – ensure employees aren’t bypassing protocols for higher
production.
Upgrade equipment – top notch equipment not only decreases the chance of breakdowns, malfunctions,
and accidents, but also increases efficiency.

A properly designed workstation should support 90% (the 5th – 95th percentile) of operators and provide
maximum efficiency and durability by limiting footsteps and optimizing both horizontal and vertical reach zones,
which maximizes throughput. BOSTONtec workstations meet this goal due to their options to lift, tilt, rotate, and
slide for better task positioning.
 
Kraftwerks has completed numerous installations using BOSTONtec workstations. Let us help improve the flow
and safety of your warehouse fulfillment area.
 

           BOSTONtec Video        See how Kraftwerks can help

 
Did you know...Kraftwerks can create/update your fulfillment area, perform pallet
rack inspections and quote suggested repairs?

Learn More
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